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Abstract
For any r-graph H , we consider the problem of finding a rainbow H-factor in an r-graph G
with large minimum ℓ-degree and an edge-colouring that is suitably bounded. We show that the
asymptotic degree threshold is the same as that for finding an H-factor.
1 Introduction
A fundamental question in Extremal Combinatorics is to determine conditions on a hypergraph G
that guarantee an embedded copy of some other hypergraph H. The Tura´n problem for an r-graph
H asks for the maximum number of edges in an r-graph G on n vertices; we usually think of H as
fixed and n as large. For r = 2 (ordinary graphs) this problem is fairly well understood (except when
H is bipartite), but for general r and general H we do not even have an asymptotic understanding
of the Tura´n problem (see the survey [11]). For example, a classical theorem of Mantel determines
the maximum number of edges in a triangle-free graph on n vertices (it is
⌊
n2/4
⌋
), but we do not
know even asymptotically the maximum number of edges in a tetrahedron-free 3-graph on n vertices.
On the other hand, if we seek to embed a spanning hypergraph then it is most natural to consider
minimum degree conditions. Such questions are known as Dirac-type problems, after the classical
theorem of Dirac that any graph on n ≥ 3 vertices with minimum degree at least n/2 contains a
Hamilton cycle. There is a large literature on such problems for graphs and hypergraphs, surveyed
in [15, 17, 22, 28].
One of these problems, finding hypergraph factors, will be our topic for the remainder of this
paper. To describe it we introduce some notation and terminology. Let G be an r-graph on [n] =
{1, . . . , n}. For any L ⊆ V (G) the degree of L in G is the number of edges of G containing L. The
minimum ℓ-degree δℓ(G) is the minimum degree in G over all L ⊆ V (G) of size ℓ. Let H be an
r-graph with |V (H)| = h | n. A partial H-factor F in G of size m is a set of m vertex-disjoint
copies of H in G. If m = n/h we call F an H-factor. We let δℓ(H,n) be the minimum δ such that
δℓ(G) > δn
r−ℓ guarantees an H-factor in G. Then the asymptotic ℓ-degree threshold for H-factors
is
δ∗ℓ (H) := lim infm→∞
δℓ(H,mh) .
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We refer to Section 2.1 in [28] for a summary of the known bounds on δ∗ℓ (H). As for the Tura´n
problem, δ∗ℓ (H) is well-understood for graphs [14, 16], but there are few results for hypergraphs.
Even for perfect matchings (the case when H is a single edge) there are many cases for which the
problem remains open (this is closely connected to the Erdo˝s Matching Conjecture [6]).
Let us now introduce colours on the edges of G and ask for conditions under which we can embed
a copy of H that is rainbow, meaning that its edges have distinct colours. Besides being a natural
problem in its own right, this general framework also encodes many other combinatorial problems.
Perhaps the most well-known of these is the Ryser-Brualdi-Stein Conjecture [3, 23, 25] on transversals
in latin squares, which is equivalent to saying that any proper edge-colouring of the complete bipartite
graph Kn,n has a rainbow matching of size n− 1. There are several other well-known open problems
that can be encoded as finding certain rainbow subgraphs in graphs with an edge-colouring that is
locally k-bounded for some k, meaning that each vertex is in at most k edges of any given colour (so
k = 1 is proper colouring). For example, a recent result of Montgomery, Pokrovskiy and Sudakov
[20] shows that any locally k-bounded edge-colouring of Kn contains a rainbow copy of any tree of
size at most n/k − o(n), and this implies asymptotic solutions to the conjectures of Ringel [21] on
decompositions by trees and of Graham and Sloane [9] on harmonious labellings of trees.
We now consider rainbow versions of the extremal problems discussed above. The rainbow
Tura´n problem for an r-graph H is to determine the maximum number of edges in a properly edge-
coloured r-graph G on n vertices with no rainbow H. This problem was introduced by Keevash,
Mubayi, Sudakov and Verstrae¨te [12], who were mainly concerned with degenerate Tura´n problems
(the case of even cycles encodes a problem from Number Theory), but also observed that a simple
supersaturation argument shows that the threshold for non-degenerate rainbow Tura´n problems is
asymptotically the same as that for the usual Tura´n problem, even if we consider locally o(n)-bounded
edge-colourings.
For Dirac-type problems, it seems reasonable to make stronger assumptions on our colourings,
as we have already noted that even locally bounded colourings of complete graphs encode many
problems that are still open. For example, Erdo˝s and Spencer [7] showed the existence of a rainbow
perfect matching in any edge-colouring of Kn,n that is (n−1)/16-bounded, meaning that are at most
(n−1)/16 edges of any given colour. Coulson and Perarnau [4] recently obtained a Dirac-type version
of this result, showing that any o(n)-bounded edge-colouring of a subgraph of Kn,n with minimum
degree at least n/2 has a rainbow perfect matching. One could consider this a ‘local resilience’
version (as in [27]) of the Erdo˝s-Spencer theorem. This is suggestive of a more general phenomenon,
namely that for any Dirac-type problem, the rainbow problem for bounded colourings should have
asymptotically the same degree threshold as the problem with no colours. A result of Yuster [29] on
H-factors in graphs adds further evidence (but only for the weaker property of finding an H-factor
in which each copy of H is rainbow). For graph problems, the general phenomenon was recently
confirmed in considerable generality by Glock and Joos [8], who proved a rainbow version of the
blow-up lemma of Komlo´s, Sa´rko¨zy and Szemere´di [13] and the Bandwidth Theorem of Bo¨ttcher,
Schacht and Taraz [2].
Our main result establishes the same phenomenon for hypergraph factors. We will use the
following boundedness assumption for our colourings, in which we include the natural r-graph gen-
eralisations of both the local boundedness and boundedness assumptions from above (for r = 2
boundedness implies local boundedness, but in general they are incomparable assumptions).
Definition 1.1. An edge-colouring of an r-graph on n vertices is µ-bounded if for every colour c:
i. there are at most µnr−1 edges of colour c,
ii. for any set I of r − 1 vertices, there are at most µn edges of colour c containing I.
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Note that we cannot expect any result without some “global” condition as in Definition 1.1.i,
since any H-factor contains linearly many edges. Similarly, some “local” condition along the lines of
Definition 1.1.ii is also needed. Indeed, consider the edge-colouring of the complete r-graph Krn by( n
r−1
)
colours identified with (r − 1)-subsets of [n], where each edge is coloured by its r − 1 smallest
elements. Suppose H has the property that every (r − 1)-subset of V (H) is contained in at least
2 edges of H (e.g. suppose H is also complete). Then there are fewer than n edges of any given
colour, but there is no rainbow copy of H (let alone an H-factor), as in any embedding of H all
edges containing the r − 1 smallest elements have the same colour.
Our main theorem is as follows (we use the notation a ≪ b to mean that for any b > 0 there is
some a0 > 0 such that the statement holds for 0 < a < a0).
Theorem 1.2. Let 1/n ≪ µ ≪ ε ≪ 1/h ≤ 1/r < 1/ℓ ≤ 1 with h|n. Let H be an r-graph on
h vertices and G be an r-graph on n vertices with δℓ(G) ≥ (δ∗ℓ (H) + ε)nr−ℓ. Then any µ-bounded
edge-colouring of G admits a rainbow H-factor.
Throughout the remainder of the paper we fix ℓ, r, h, ε, µ, n, H and G as in the statement of
Theorem 1.2. We also fix an integer m with µ≪ 1/m≪ ε and define γ = (mh)−m.
2 Proof modulo lemmas
The outline of the proof of Theorem 1.2 is the same as that given by Erdo˝s and Spencer [7] for the
existence of Latin transversals: we consider a uniformly random H-factor H in G (there is at least
one by definition of δ∗ℓ (H)) and apply the Lopsided Lova´sz Local Lemma (Lemma 3.2) to show that
H is rainbow with positive probability. We will show that the local lemma hypotheses hold if there
are many feasible switchings, defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. Let F0 be an H-factor in G and H0 ∈ F0. An (H0, F0)-switching is a partial
H-factor Y in G with V (H0) ⊆ V (Y ) such that
i. for each H ′ ∈ F0 we have V (H ′) ⊆ V (Y ) or V (H ′) ∩ V (Y ) = ∅, and
ii. each H ′ ∈ Y shares at most one vertex with H0.
Let Y ′ be obtained from Y by deleting all vertices in V (H0) and their incident edges. We call Y
feasible if Y ′ is rainbow and does not share any colour with any H ′ ∈ F0 \ V (Y ).
The following lemma, proved in Section 4, reduces the proof of Theorem 1.2 to showing the
existence of many feasible switchings.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that for every H-factor F0 of G and H0 ∈ F0 there are at least γnm−1 feasible
(H0, F0)-switchings of size m. Then G has a rainbow H-factor.
We will construct switchings by randomly choosing some copies of H from F0 and considering a
random transverse partition in the sense of the following definition.
Definition 2.3. Let F0 be an H-factor in G and H0 ∈ F0. Let X ⊆ F0 be a partial H-factor in
G with H0 ∈ X. We call S ⊆ V (X) transverse if |H ′ ∩ S| ≤ 1 for all H ′ ∈ X. We call a partition
of V (X) transverse if each part is transverse. For any edges e and f let X(e, f) = {H ′ ∈ X :
|V (H ′) ∩ (e ∪ f)| ≥ 2}. We call X suitable if
i. for any transverse I ⊆ V (X)\V (H0) with |I| = r−1 there are at most ε|X|/4 vertices v ∈ V (X)
such that I ∪ {v} ∈ E(G) shares a colour with some H ′ ∈ F0, and
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ii. for any transverse edges e and f disjoint from V (H0) of the same colour we have X(e, f) 6= ∅,
and furthermore if e ∩ f = ∅ then |X(e, f)| ≥ 2.
The following lemma, proved in Section 5, shows that a suitable partialH-factor has an associated
feasible switching if it has a transverse partition whose parts each satisfy the minimum degree
condition for an H-factor.
Lemma 2.4. Let F0, H0 and X be as in Definition 2.3, suppose X is suitable and |X| = m. Let
P = (V1, . . . , Vh) be a transverse partition of V (X) and suppose δℓ(G[Vi]) ≥ (δ∗ℓ (H) + ε/2)mr−ℓ for
all i ∈ [h]. Then there is a partial H-factor Y in G with V (Y ) = V (X) such that Y is a feasible
(H0, F0)-switching.
The following lemma, proved in Section 6, gives a lower bound on the number of partial H-factors
X with some transverse partition P satisfying the conditions of the previous lemma.
Lemma 2.5. Let F0 be an H-factor in G and H0 ∈ F0. Let X ⊆ F0 be a random partial H-factor
where H0 ∈ X and each H ′ ∈ F0 \ {H0} is included independently with probability p = mn/h−1 . Let
P = (V1, . . . , Vh) be a uniformly random transverse partition of V (X). Then with probability at least
1/m we have X suitable, |X| = m and all δℓ(G[Vi]) ≥ (δ∗ℓ (H) + ε/2)mr−ℓ.
We conclude this section by showing how Theorem 1.2 follows from the above lemmas.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Lemma 2.2, it suffices to show that for every H-factor F0 of G andH0 ∈ F0
there are at least γnm−1 feasible (H0, F0)-switchings of size m. There are
(
n/h−1
m−1
) ≥ (n/mh− 1)m−1
partial H-factors X of size m with H0 ∈ X ⊆ F0. By Lemma 2.5, at least m−1(n/mh − 1)m−1 >
γnm−1 of these are suitable and have a transverse partition P = (V1, . . . , Vh) with all δℓ(G[Vi]) ≥
(δ∗ℓ (H) + ε/2)m
r−ℓ. By Lemma 2.4, each such X has an associated feasible (H0, F0)-switching. 
3 Probabilistic methods
In this section we collect various probabilistic tools that will be used in the proofs of the lemmas
stated in the previous section. We start with a general version of the local lemma which follows
easily from that given by Spencer [24].
Definition 3.1. Let E be a set of events in a finite probability space. Suppose Γ is a graph with
V (Γ) = E and p ∈ [0, 1]E . We call Γ a p-dependency graph for E if for every E ∈ E and E ′ ⊆ E such
that EE′ /∈ E(Γ) for all E′ ∈ E ′ and P[∩E′∈E ′E′] > 0, we have P[E| ∩E′∈E ′ E′] ≤ pE.
Lemma 3.2. Under the setting of Definition 3.1, if
∑{pE′ : EE′ ∈ E(Γ)} ≤ 1/4 for all E ∈ E then
with positive probability none of the events in E occur.
We also require Talagrand’s Inequality, see e.g. [19, page 81].
Lemma 3.3. Let X ≥ 0 be a random variable determined by n independent trials, such that:
c-Lipschitz. Changing the outcome of any one trial can affect X by at most c.
r-certifiable. If X ≥ s then there is a set of at most rs trials whose outcomes certify X ≥ s.
Then for any 0 ≤ t ≤ E[X],
P[|X − E[X]| > t+ 60c
√
rE[X]] ≤ 4e−t2/(8c2rE[X]).
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Next we state an inequality of Janson [10].
Definition 3.4. Let {Ii}i∈I be a finite family of indicator random variables. We call a graph Γ on
I a strong dependency graph if the families {Ii}i∈A and {Ii}i∈B are independent whenever A and B
are disjoint subsets of I with no edge of Γ between A and B.
Theorem 3.5. In the setting of Definition 3.4, let S =
∑
i∈I Ii, µ = E[S], δ = maxi∈I
∑{pj : ij ∈
E(Γ)} and ∆ =∑{E[IiIj] : ij ∈ E(Γ)}. Then for any 0 < η < 1,
P[S < (1− η)µ] ≤ exp(−min{(ηµ)2/(8∆ + 2µ), ηµ/(6δ)}).
We conclude with a standard bound on the probability that a binomial is equal to its mean.
Lemma 3.6. Let X be a binomial random variable with parameters n and p such that np = m ∈ N
and m2 = o(n). Then P[X = m] ≥ 1/(4√m).
Proof. The stated bound follows from P[X = m] =
(
n
m
)
pm(1−p)n−m ≥ m!−1(n−m)mpm(1−p)n−m =
m!−1mm(1− p)n, (1− p)n = e−np+O(np2) and m! ≤ e1−mmm+1/2. 
4 Applying the local lemma
In this section we prove Lemma 2.2, which applies the local lemma to reduce the proof of Theorem
1.2 to finding many feasible switchings.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Suppose that for every H-factor F0 of G and H0 ∈ F0 there are at least γnm−1
feasible (H0, F0)-switchings of size m. We need to show that G has a rainbow H-factor.
We will apply Lemma 3.2 to a uniformly random H-factor H in G, where E = A ∪ B consists
of all events of the following two types. For every copy H0 of H in G and any two edges e and f
in H0 of the same colour we let A(e, f,H0) be the event that H0 ∈ H; we let A = {A(e, f,H0) :
P[A(e, f,H0)] > 0}. For every pair H1,H2 of vertex-disjoint copies of H in G and edges e1 of H1
and e2 of H2 of the same colour we let B(e1, e2,H1,H2) be the event that H1 ∈ H and H2 ∈ H; we
let B = {B(e1, e2,H1,H2) : P[B(e1, e2,H1,H2)] > 0}. Then H is rainbow iff none of the events in E
occur.
We define the supports of A = A(e, f,H0) as supp(A) = V (H0) and of B = B(e1, e2,H1,H2) as
supp(B) =V (H1) ∪ V (H2). Let Γ be the graph on A ∪ B where E1, E2 ∈ V (Γ) are adjacent if and
only if supp(E1) ∩ supp(E2) 6= ∅. Our goal is to show that there exist suitably small pA, pB such
that Γ is a p-dependency graph for A ∪ B, where pA = pA for all A ∈ A and pB = pB for all B ∈ B.
For X ∈ {A,B}, let dX be the maximum over E ∈ V (Γ) of the number of neighbours of E in X . To
apply Lemma 3.2, it suffices to show pAdA + pBdB ≤ 1/4.
To bound the degrees, we will first estimate the number of events in A and B whose support con-
tains any fixed vertex v ∈ V (G). We claim that there are at most 2r+1h!µnh−1 events A(e, f,H0)∈ A
with v ∈ V (H0). To see this, first consider those events with v /∈ e∪ f . For any s < r, as the colour-
ing is µ-bounded, the number of choices of e and f of the same colour with |e ∩ f | = s is at most
nr · (rs
)
µnr−s. For any such e and f with v /∈ e ∪ f , there are at most h!nh−(2r−s+1) copies of H
containing e∪f ∪{v}, so summing over s we obtain at most 2rh!µnh−1 such events. Now we consider
events A(e, f,H0) with v ∈ e∪f . The number of choices of e and f of the same colour with |e∩f | = s
and v ∈ e ∪ f is at most nr−1 · (rs
)
µnr−s. For any such e and f there are at most h!nh−(2r−s) copies
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of H containing e ∪ f ∪ {v}, so summing over s we obtain at most 2r+1h!µnh−1 such events. The
claim follows.
Similarly, we claim that there are at most 2(h!)2µn2h−2 events B(e1, e2,H1,H2)∈ B with v ∈
V (H1)∪ V (H2). To see this, first consider those events with v ∈ e1 ∪ e2. By definition of B, we may
consider only disjoint edges e1, e2. There are at most h!n
h−r choices for each of H1 and H2 given
e1 and e2. Also, the number of choices for e1 and e2 is at most n
r−1 · µnr−1 = µn2r−2. Thus, we
obtain at most (h!)2µn2h−2 such events. A similar argument applies to events B(e1, e2,H1,H2) with
v /∈ e1 ∪ e2, and the claim follows.
In particular, there is some constant C = C(r, h) so that
dA < Cµn
h−1 and dB < Cµn
2h−2. (1)
Now we will bound pA and pB using switchings. For pA we need to bound P[A | ∩E∈E ′E] for any
A = A(e, f,H0) ∈ A and E ′ ⊆ E such that AE /∈ E(Γ) for all E ∈ E ′ and P[∩E∈E ′E] > 0. Let F
be the set of H-factors of G that satisfy ∩E∈E ′E; then F 6= ∅. Let F0 = {F0 ∈ F : H0 ∈ F0}. We
consider the auxiliary bipartite multigraph GA with parts (F0,F \ F0), where for each F0 ∈ F0 and
feasible (H0, F0)-switching Y of size m we add an edge from F0 to F obtained by replacing F0[V (Y )]
with Y ; we note that F ∈ F \F0 by Definition 2.1. Let δA be the minimum degree in GA of vertices
in F0 and ∆A be the maximum degree in GA of vertices in F \ F0. By double-counting the edges of
GA we obtain P[A | ∩E∈E ′E] = |F0|/|F| ≤ ∆A/δA.
We therefore need an upper bound for ∆A and a lower bound for δA. By the hypotheses of the
lemma, we have δA ≥ γnm−1. To bound ∆A, we fix any F ∈ F \ F0 and bound the number of pairs
(F0, Y ) where F0 ∈ F0 and Y is a feasible (H0, F0)-switching of size m that produces F . Each vertex
of V (H0) must belong to a different copy of H in F , as otherwise there are no (H0, F0)-switchings
that could produce F . Thus we identify h copies of H in F whose vertex set must be included in
V (Y ). There at most nm−h choices for the other copies of H to include in V (Y ) and then at most
(hm)! choices for Y , so ∆A ≤ (hm)!nm−h. We deduce
P[A| ∩E∈E ′ E] ≤ (hm)!γ−1n1−h =: pA . (2)
The argument to bound pB is very similar. We need to bound P[B | ∩E∈E ′E] for any B =
B(e1, e2,H1,H2) ∈ B and E ′ ⊆ E such that BE /∈ E(Γ) for all E ∈ E ′ and P[∩E∈E ′E] > 0. Let F
be the set of H-factors of G that satisfy ∩E∈E ′E; then F 6= ∅. Let F ′ = {F ′ ∈ F : {H1,H2} ⊆ F ′}.
We consider the auxiliary bipartite multigraph GB with parts (F ′,F \ F ′), where there is an edge
from F ′ ∈ F ′ to F for each pair (Y,Z), where Y is a feasible (H1, F ′)-switching of size m producing
some H-factor F ′′ containing H2 but not H1, and Z is a feasible (H2, F
′′)-switching of size m with
V (Z) ∩ V (H1) = ∅ producing F ; note that then F ∈ F \ F ′.
We have P[B | ∩E∈E ′E] ≤ ∆B/δB , where ∆B and δB are defined analogously to ∆A and δA.
The condition V (Z) ∩ V (H1) = ∅ rules out at most hnm−2 choices of Z given H1, and similarly
the condition that F ′′ contains H2 and not H1 rules out at most hn
m−2 choices of Y given H2. So
δB ≥ (γnm−1 − hnm−2)2 > 12γ2n2m−2. Similarly to before we have ∆B ≤ ((hm)!nm−h)2, so
P[B| ∩E∈E ′ E] ≤ 2(hm)!2γ−2n2−2h =: pB . (3)
Combining (1), (2) and (3) we have pAdA + pBdB ≤ 1/4, so the lemma follows from Lemma 3.2. 
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5 Switchings
In this section we prove Lemma 2.4, which shows how to obtain a feasible switching from a suitable
partial H-factor and transverse partition whose parts have high minimum degree.
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Let F0 be an H-factor in G and H0 ∈ F0. Let X ⊆ F0 be a suitable partial H-
factor in G of size m with H0 ∈ X. Let P = (V1, . . . , Vh) be a transverse partition of V (X) such that
all δℓ(G[Vi]) ≥ (δ∗ℓ (H) + ε/2)mr−ℓ. We need to find a partial H-factor Y in G with V (Y ) = V (X)
such that Y is a feasible (H0, F0)-switching.
We construct Y by successively choosing H-factors Yi of G[Vi] for 1 ≤ i ≤ h. For each i we let
V ′i = Vi \ V (H0) and note that G[V ′i ] is rainbow by Definition 2.3.ii. At step i, we let Gi be the
r-graph obtained from G[Vi] by deleting all edges disjoint from V (H0) that share a colour with any
H ′ in F0 or ∪j<iYj . It suffices to show that Gi has an H-factor Yi, as then Y = ∪hi=1Yi will be
feasible.
By definition of δ∗ℓ (H), it suffices to show for each L ⊆ Vi with |L| = ℓ that we delete at most
ε
2m
r−ℓ edges containing L. We can assume L is disjoint from V (H0), as otherwise we do not delete
any edges containing L. There are
( m−ℓ
r−1−ℓ
)
choices of I of size r − 1 with L ⊆ I ⊆ Vi. For each such
I, by Definition 2.3.i, the number of edges containing I deleted due to sharing a colour with any
H ′ ∈ F0 is at most εm/4. Thus we delete at most ε4mr−ℓ such edges containing L.
It remains to consider edges containing L that are deleted due to sharing a colour with any H ′
in ∪j<iYj. As G[V ′i ] is rainbow, any colour in ∪j<iYj accounts for at most one deleted edge. In the
case ℓ ≤ r − 2 we can crudely bound the number of deleted edges by the total number of edges in
∪j<iYj, which is at most ie(H)m < mhr+1 < ε4mr−ℓ.
Now we may suppose ℓ = r − 1. Consider any edge e containing L that is deleted due to having
the same colour as some edge f in some Yj with j < i. By Definition 2.3.ii and |e \ L| = 1 there
is a copy H ′ of H in X that intersects both L and f . To bound the number of choices for e, note
that there are |L| = r − 1 choices for H ′ and i − 1 choices for j. These choices determine a vertex
in Vj, and so a copy of H in Yj, which contains at most h
r−1 choices for f . Then the colour of f
determines at most one deleted edge in e. Thus the number of such deleted edges e containing L is
at most (r − 1)(i − 1)hr−1 < ε4m, as required. 
6 Transverse partitions
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.2, it remains to prove Lemma 2.5, which bounds the probability
that a random partial H-factor and transverse partition satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.4.
Proof of Lemma 2.5. Let F0 be an H-factor in G and H0 ∈ F0. Let X ⊆ F0 be a random partial
H-factor where H0 ∈ X and each H ′ ∈ F0 \ {H0} is included independently with probability p =
m−1
n/h−1≤ hmn . Let P = (V1, . . . , Vh) be a uniformly random transverse partition of V (X). Note that
each copy H ′ of H in X has one vertex in each Vi, according to a uniformly random bijection between
V (H ′) and [h], and that these bijections are independent for different choices of H ′. Consider the
events
E1 = {|X| = m}, E2 = {X satisfies Definition 2.3.ii},
E3 = {X satisfies Definition 2.3.i}, E4 = ∩hi=1{δℓ(G[Vi]) ≥ (δ∗ℓ (H) + ε/2)mr−ℓ}.
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We need to show that P[∩4i=1Ei] > 1/m. To do so, we first recall from Lemma 3.6 that P[E1] ≥
1/(4
√
m). To complete the proof, we will show that P[Ei] ≥ 1− 1/m for i = 2, 3, 4. Throughout, for
I ⊆ V (G) we let FI ⊆ F0 be the partial H-factor consisting of all copies of H in F0 that intersect I.
Bounding P[E2].
For s ∈ [r−1] let Zs be the set of pairs (e, f) of transverse edges disjoint from V (H0) of the same
colour with |e∩ f | = s and X(e, f) = ∅. As the colouring is µ-bounded, we have |Zs| ≤ nr ·
(
r
s
)
µnr−s.
For any (e, f) ∈ Zs we have |Fe∪f | = 2r − s, so P[e ∪ f ⊆ V (X)] = p2r−s. By a union bound, the
probability that any such event holds is at most
∑r−1
s=1
(r
s
)
µn2r−sp2r−s < (hm)r(hm+ 1)rµ < 1/2m.
Similarly, let Z0 be the set of pairs (e, f) of transverse edges disjoint from V (H0) of the same
colour with e ∩ f = ∅ and |X(e, f)| ≤ 1. As the colouring is µ-bounded, we have |Z0| ≤ nr · µnr−1.
For any (e, f) ∈ Z0, |Fe∪f | ≥ 2r − 1 and P[e ∪ f ⊆ V (X)] ≤ p2r−1. Thus the probability that any
such event holds is at most µ(hm)2r−1 < 1/2m.
Bounding P[E3].
For any transverse I ⊆ V (X)\V (H0) with |I| = r−1 we let BI be the set of v ∈ V (G)\(V (FI)∪
V (H0)) such that I ∪{v} is an edge sharing a colour with some H ′ ∈ F0. Write YI = |V (X)∩BI |. It
suffices to bound the probability that there is any I ⊆ V (X) with YI > εm/5. Indeed, the number
of v ∈ V (FI) ∪ V (H0) such that I ∪ {v} is an edge is at most rh < εm/20.
First we show that X is unlikely to contain any I in B := {I : |BI | > εn/10h}. Indeed, as the
colouring is µ-bounded, there are at most e(F0)µn
r−1 = µe(H)nr/h edges with colours in F0, so
|B| < µε−2nr−1. For each transverse I we have P[I ⊆ V (X)] = pr−1, so by a union bound, the
probability that X contains any I in B is at most µε−2(hm)r−1 < 1/2m.
Now for each I /∈ B we bound YI by Talagrand’s inequality, where the independent trials are the
decisions for each H ′ ∈ F0 \ {H0} of whether to include H ′ in X. As I /∈ B we have E[YI ] = p|BI | ≤
εm/10. Also, YI is clearly h-Lipschitz and 1-certifiable. We apply Lemma 3.3 to Y
′
I = YI + εm/30,
with t = εm/30 ≤ E[Y ′I ], c = h and r = 1 to deduce P[YI > εm/5] ≤ 4e−10
−4h−2ε2m < m−2r.
As we excluded V (FI) from BI , the events {I ⊆ V (X)} and YI > εm/5 are independent, so both
occur with probability at most pr−1m−2r. Taking a union bound over at most nr−1 choices of I, we
obtain P[E3] < 1/m.
Bounding P[E4].
For L ⊆ V (G) with |L| = ℓ and i ∈ [h] we define
JL = {J ⊆ V (G) \ V (H0) : FL ∩ FJ = ∅ and L ∪ J ∈ E(G) is transverse}.
We say L is i-bad if L ⊆ Vi and d′i(L) := |{J ∈ JL : J ⊆ Vi}| < (δ∗ℓ (H) + ε/2)mr−ℓ. We will give an
upper bound on the probability that there is any i-bad L.
First we note that the events {L ⊆ Vi} and {J ⊆ Vi} are independent for any J ∈ JL. There
are at most nℓ choices of L with L ∩ V (H0) = ∅, each of which has P[L ⊆ Vi] = (p/h)ℓ, and at most
hnℓ−1 choices of L with |L∩V (H0)| = 1, each of which has P[L ⊆ Vi] ≤ (p/h)ℓ−1. By a union bound,
it suffices to show for every transverse L and i ∈ [h] that P[d′i(L) < (δ∗ℓ (H) + ε/2)mr−ℓ] < m−2r.
We also note that |JL| ≥ (δ∗ℓ (H) + 0.9ε)nr−ℓ, as there are at least (δ∗ℓ (H) + ε)nr−ℓ choices of J
with L ∪ J ∈ E(G), of which the number excluded due to J ∩ V (H0) 6= ∅, FL ∩ FJ 6= ∅ or L ∪ J not
being transverse is at most hnr−ℓ−1 + ℓhnr−ℓ−1 + nh
(h
2
)
nr−ℓ−2 < 0.1εnr−ℓ.
We will apply Janson’s inequality to d′i(L) =
∑
J∈JL
IJ , where each IJ is the indicator of {J ⊆ Vi}.
As P[J ⊆ Vi] = (p/h)r−ℓ for each J ∈ JL, we have µ = E[d′i(L)] > (δ∗ℓ (H) + 0.9ε)mr−ℓ. We use
the dependency graph Γ where JJ ′ is an edge iff FJ ∩ FJ ′ 6= ∅. Note that for any J ∈ JL and
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s ∈ [r − ℓ] the number of choices of J ′ with |FJ ∩ FJ ′ | = s is at most
(
r−ℓ
s
)
hsnr−ℓ−s, and for
each we have P[J ∪ J ′ ⊆ Vi] = (p/h)2(r−ℓ)−s. Thus we can bound the parameter ∆ in Theorem
3.5 as ∆ ≤ |JL|
∑r−ℓ
s=1
(r−ℓ
s
)
hsnr−ℓ−s(p/h)2(r−ℓ)−s ≤ mr−ℓ∑r−ℓs=1
(r−ℓ
s
)
hsmr−ℓ−s < 2h(r − ℓ)m2(r−ℓ)−1.
We also have δ ≤ ∑r−ℓs=1
(r−ℓ
s
)
hsnr−ℓ−s(p/h)r−ℓ−s ≤ ∑r−ℓs=1
(r−ℓ
s
)
hsmr−ℓ−s < 2h(r − l)mr−ℓ−1. By
Theorem 3.5, there is some constant c = c(r, ε, h) independent of m so that P[d′i(L) < (δ
∗
ℓ (H) +
ε/2)mr−ℓ] < e−cm < m−2r, as required. 
7 Concluding remarks
Our result and those of [4, 8] suggest that for any Dirac-type problem, the rainbow problem for
bounded colourings should have asymptotically the same degree threshold as the problem with no
colours. In particular, it may be interesting to establish this for Hamilton cycles in hypergraphs (i.e. a
Dirac-type generalisation of [5]). The local resilience perspective emphasises analogies with the recent
literature on Dirac-type problems in the random setting (see the surveys [1, 26]), perhaps suggests
looking for common generalisations, e.g. a rainbow version of [18]: in the random graph G(n, p) with
p > C(log n)/n, must any o(pn)-bounded edge-colouring of any subgraph H with minimum degree
(1/2 + o(1))pn have a rainbow Hamilton cycle?
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